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Steel pipes are widely used in residential and industrial projects allSteel pipes are widely used in residential and industrial projects all
across the world. When contractors select materials for metalacross the world. When contractors select materials for metal
pipework, stainless steel pipes are often overlooked due to their highpipework, stainless steel pipes are often overlooked due to their high
price when compared to other options such as PVC for applications forprice when compared to other options such as PVC for applications for
wastewater and chemical transport. But steel pipes provide somewastewater and chemical transport. But steel pipes provide some
unique advantages when used in industrial and commercialunique advantages when used in industrial and commercial
applications and ensures a great return on investment.applications and ensures a great return on investment.
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Utkarsh India Limited is a leading manufacturer of plastic pipes, steelUtkarsh India Limited is a leading manufacturer of plastic pipes, steel
pipes, and transmission towers. Our motto is “life demands and wepipes, and transmission towers. Our motto is “life demands and we
deliver”. We are a leading manufacturer and supplier in India of steeldeliver”. We are a leading manufacturer and supplier in India of steel
and plastic products. Our HDPE pipes and PVC pipes are uFLO- Lead-and plastic products. Our HDPE pipes and PVC pipes are uFLO- Lead-
free and UV resistant. The MS steel pipes, GI pipes are manufacturedfree and UV resistant. The MS steel pipes, GI pipes are manufactured
with 7 tank galvanization to make them long-lasting, durable, and rust-with 7 tank galvanization to make them long-lasting, durable, and rust-
resistant. The steel transmission towers or telecom towers areresistant. The steel transmission towers or telecom towers are
manufactured from iron and steel which are imported from reputedmanufactured from iron and steel which are imported from reputed
iron and steel manufacturers.iron and steel manufacturers.
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